Internal dosimetry for systemic radiation therapy.
The key to effective use of the medical internal radiation dose (MIRD) schema in radioimmunotherapy (RIT) is to understand how it works and what the essential data input requirements are. The fundamental data are acquired from medical imaging. Image interpretation involves (1) collecting data to determine the source-organ activities, (2) plotting the source-organ time-activity curves, (3) integrating the time-activity curves for an estimate of the residence time, and (4) applying the residence time values (for each important source organ) within the MIRD schema to calculate the tissue absorbed dose to target organs and tumors of interest. This article reviews methods for calculating internal dose. It also describes methods for selecting sampling times, integrating the area under the data curves, and customizing a dose assessment for a patient who does not resemble the MIRD phantom. A sample dose assessment is given, together with common mistakes to avoid. Three approaches to red marrow dosimetry are described. With the increased use of RIT agents for cancer treatment, a solid understanding of internal dose methods is essential for treatment planning and follow-up evaluations.